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Hearing stream 4 chapters:

● Centres - City Centre Zone (CCZ), Neighbourhood 
Centre Zone (NCZ), Local Centre Zone (LCZ), 
Metropolitan Centre Zone (MCZ)

● Centres - Commercial Zone (CZ), Mixed Use Zone 
(MUZ), General Industrial Zone (GIZ)

● Waterfront Zone (WFZ)

● Wind (WIND)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Thorndon Residents’ Association supports this submission. We perceive that PDP has deficiencies in regard to WIND; beside medium density residential areas and in high density residential areas. It feels like there’s a blind spot; a ‘no go’ area wrt WIND controls. A gap in controls.  Or trying to ignore the inconvenient truths of the climate in this area, WIND in particular, and its potential impacts in residential neighbourhoods. 
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My Principal Submission on WIND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Report for the Independent Hearings Commissioners:
Wellington City Proposed District Plan – Wind Section 42A Report
Dated 26 May 2023

My principle submission was overlooked; omitted from this Appendix:
Appendix B - WIND Chapter, Appendix 8, Appendix 14
Date: 26/05/2023

EXTRACT

2. There were nine submitters who collectively made 30 submission points on this topic.   

3. There were three further submitters who collectively made three further submission 
points. Overall there were 33 total submission points on the Wind Chapter, Appendix 8 and 
Appendix 14.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My principal submission on wind in September last year wasn’t noticed in WCC’s s42 report for Commissioners. 

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/section-42a-reports/section-42a-report---wind.pdf
https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/appendices/appendix-b/appendix-b--wind-app8-and-app14.pdf


Davis St - the easternmost gateway 
into Thorndon:

● existing vertical intensification

● nasty wind effects from additions 
to buildings up to 6 levels

“... planning canyons of high rises 
which will create wind tunnels to blow 
old people and pushchairs out of the 
city ”
Concerned Thorndon Resident
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Slide title:“The Wellington City Planners are planning canyons of high rises which will create wind tunnels to blow old people and pushchairs out of the city.” - this came from very concerned Thorndon residentWe have ample examples of aerodynamic “anomalies” in residential Thorndon. We don’t want any more. Let’s dive into some examples in residential Thorndon that I’m very familiar with. This is the gateway / entry point on Davis St into residential Thorndon.  I understand all Commissioners have visited the area. Here’s an example of the problem of scale. The 6 storey apartments either side the street are additions to old repurposed buildings.  The wind gusts between these buildings can be hazardous. This is one of my cycle routes; this is a nasty spot for hazardous wind gusts.I invite you to focus on the house in the middle of the picture at the end of the street.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This view is from the western end of Davis St, viewing the rear of residences in Hobson St, Thorndon.. Earlier this year the sturdy driveway slider gate highlighted by the arrow was hurled off it’s mounts by the wind.This as evidence of the forces that can be experienced by residential properties and their backyards.I believe the diabolical wind effects in this area are a consequence of evolution of 6 storey apartments further along Davis St.BTW  in the PDP this area is proposed as HRZ.  In previously Hearing Streams we have asked that this area be zoned MRZ within a character precinct. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Of course adverse wind effects and ‘anomalies’ can arise from proximity to higher residential buildings. These induce downdrafts and wind channelling. This is the view over the 2m high boundary fence from the neighbouring small rear yard. We’re in residential Hobson St. A strong southerly can thrash this rear yard with strong wind eddies and deflected gusts. We call these ‘lettuce days’ due to the streaded leaf litter (or worse) that gets strewn around. We’ve had fatal wind damage to trees; quashing attempts to get them to grow higher than the fence to add additional wind shelter.  This 10 storey apartment building stands 29m high to the roof of the four penthouses. Add some more height for the two lift houses. This apartment building is build atop another huge 3 storey building. Its frontage is on Thorndon Quay. The difference between Thorndon Quay and the ‘ground floor’ of the apartment building is 10m. So the the total height of the top of the apartment building above Thorndon Quay effectively exceeds 40m when accounting for the two lift houses.
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Wind patterns can 
be influenced by 
local topography 
and geographical 
features. 

Thorndon Quay - Hobson St

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Terrain is a factor here. The apartment building is highlighted in yellow. Note the escarpment between the Thorndon Flat and Thorndon Quay (the former beach).We know that wind patterns can be influenced by local topography and geographical features. Than clearly adding a large feature like a building into the frame adds new dynamics and complexity.We’re bringing these ‘learnings’ forward for scrutiny by the PDP proposers for their impacts in MRZ and HRZ’s BTW  there are 84 apartments in this building … a lot of predestrians … on private property.  But WIND provisions on ‘private’ property seems to ‘out of scope’? 
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Map scene: 
https://arcg.is/1jKrHL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another illustration of the size and impact of tall apartment buildings like this one on residential neighbours. The brown area is the extent of its shadow at 2pm today (27th June 2023) Imagine the impact this obstruction has to a stiff wind from the south or east, channelled up Thorndon Quay rushing over the embankment. A double whammy: shade, plusa chilly wind.

https://arcg.is/1jKrHL
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EXTRACT from Wind Section 42A Report

“5. The following are considered to be the key issues in contention in the Wind chapter:  
a. The application of the provisions in the Wind Chapter to apply to the Medium 
Density Residential Zone (MRZ) and High Density Residential Zone (HRZ);”

Agree 
More protection needed than the PDP provides. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The concern is that not enough has been introduced to protect neighbours adjacent medium density residential zones (MRZ) and in HRZs. 

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/section-42a-reports/section-42a-report---wind.pdf
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https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/section-42a-reports/section-42a-report---wind.pdf

Section 42A Wind Report 26 May 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Experts acknowledge the problem. 

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/section-42a-reports/section-42a-report---wind.pdf
https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/section-42a-reports/section-42a-report---wind.pdf
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Wellington is the windiest capital city in the world. 
Structures of 4 - 6 stories can produce dangerous wind speeds, 
Out of scale structures could be proposed in existing low-rise residential areas 

The relief sought near proposed MRZ and in HRZ is: 

● Qualitative assessment for developments of 4-5 stories 

● Quantitative assessment for developments 6 stories or higher

● Notification. 

● No relaxation of annual maximum gust speed excess metrics i.e. keep gust thresholds 
low

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
138. I also note my recommendation to increase the wind trigger height for a qualitative assessment in the TEDZ and HOSZ (and LCZ and NCZ) to 15m, from 12m. This provides a balance between recognising the increased density and height limits enabled across these zones from the ODP to PDP, but still ensures adverse wind effects are considered and mitigated through a more cost effective assessment. This will enable a higher level of development without the need for wind assessment than the notified provisions.139. I note that the submission point from Property Council New Zealand [338.8] has been incorrectly processed in that it has been tagged to WIND-S1 with regards to WIND-S1’s annual maximum gust speed excess metric from 20 meters to 22m in any public space.
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Appendix A – Wind Section 42A

“The provisions within this chapter apply to public spaces in a number of zones across 
the City including the City Centre and different some Centres Zones and the High 
Density Residential Zone. The provisions do not apply to private spaces such as 
adjacent properties or backyards.”

—---------------
Statement of evidence of Dr Michael Donn on behalf of Wellington City Council in the 
matter of the Effects of Buildings on Pedestrian Wind Date: 26 May 2023

“17.5 … the concerns expressed by The Urban Activation Lab of Red Design 
Architects [420.5 (supported by Historic Places Wellington Inc)] about limited 
notification could only ever be about wind in city streets. The rules only apply to public 
spaces, not, as I read their concerns, to the backyards or adjacent private properties.”

—---------------

Myself and the TRA remain concerned that ‘out-of-scale’ new developments being 
dropped into, or near, existing urban residential fabric (MRZ and HRZ), without any 
effective analysis of potential adverse wind affects, or controls, is problematic 
particularly in our windy climate. 
And not just for pedestrians at street level or in public spaces, but also for backyards 
and adjacent private properties.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the windiest capital in the world. MRZ - medium density residential zoneHRZ - high density residential zone

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/appendices/appendix-a/appendix-a---wind-chapter.pdf
https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/statements-of-evidence/statement-of-evidence-of-dr-michael-donn-on-behalf-of-wellington-city-council.pdf
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Future

Hearing Stream 4- Appendix 14 - Wind Appendix A - Recommended Amendments to Provisions

2.1 Wellington’s wind climate/environment

“Wellington is significantly more windy
than other international cities that have 
similar wind rules for urban development, …”

Strong wind gusts over 65kph / days per year

Zephyrometer on Cobham Drive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide has been generated using data and quotes from WCC’s report. Clearly Wellington is exceptional. This is the windiest national capital in the world. What if it gets worse with climate change? Are the planners trying to sweep this under the carpet?  we need to ask because we haven’t stumbled upon any consideration for increased parameters to cope with a windier future.should wind engineering assumptions from decades past be revised for this plan?certainly not relaxed Considering taller buildings being ‘enabled’ amidst low rise residential areas, it is considered fair and reasonable, for this city’s DP to have exceptional provisions to fairly and reasonably protect neighbours in medium and high density residential zones from adverse wind effects. This suggests that Wellington needs significantly superior wind rules than any other NZ city, or any other capital in the world. It’s all due to our proximity to Cook Strait and our hilly terrain. It begs the question, under the NPS-UD, in Wellington should WIND be a qualifying matter ?

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/appendices/appendix-a/appendix-a---wind---appendix-14.pdf
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Climate change for Wellington could mean various intensified adverse wind effects, anomalies or 
patterns:

1. Stronger storms may result in higher wind speeds.

2. Altered Wind Patterns could result in changes to wind strengths, wind gusts and patterns.

3. Coastal Erosion and Storm Surges can generate strong onshore winds and cause damage to 
coastal infrastructure, buildings, and ecosystems.

4. Risk of Tornadoes: currently rare but climate change may influence the conditions that favour 
their formation.

5. Seasonal Wind Systems might change, impacted by large-scale atmospheric systems, such as El 
Niño and La Niña events.

6. Intensify heat-related wind events (heat waves); hot and dry winds can increase the risk of wildfire 
ignition and spread, with impacts on air quality and hazards for infrastructure.

Plan for Climate Change?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In closing we’ve pondered what’s the scope of potential impacts in Wellington from climate change?We fear that enabling taller buildings in Wellington’s residential zones, without analysing the complex interactions and wind dynamics on neighbours,  is risking poor outcomes that could erode liveability rather than enhance it. 
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Relief sought

1. prevent adverse wind effects that are: 
- hazardous
- unpleasant

2. avoiding impacts on:
- pedestrians
- neighbouring residential properties
- micro-mobility users
- cyclists

3. in medium & high density residential areas
- provision for notification in relation to wind effects

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WCC is encouraging active transport modes like cycling and micro mobility modes. But it is an inconvenient truth that this is not a micro mobility friendly climate or terrain. The wind can be hazardous. So the District Plan needs to be additionally scoped carefully manage potential adverse wind effects for these travel modes. 
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Thank you
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